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typical $1 million owner-occupier property borrower on a variable

rate of 5.86 per cent with 25 years remaining on their mortgage

should be able to reduce their interest bill by between $24,500 and

$40,000 over the next three years, according to analysis.

But many borrowers are paying thousands of dollars a year too much by

not asking their existing lender for a lower rate, accepting their first offer,

or accepting discounts without checking the real amount being charged.

“Banks are falling over themselves to offer refinancers all matter of perks,

including rate discounts, fee waivers and cold, hard cash to tempt people
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into switching,” says Sally Tindall, director of research for RateCity, which

monitors interest rates.

Barry Thatcher, of Thatcher Finance, which specialises in residential and

commercial mortgages, says: “It is time for borrowers to save money, and

there is lots of money to be saved.”

Borrowers choose to refinance for a range of financial and personal

reasons, ranging from finding a sharper rate and consolidating debt,

through to restructuring fixed and variable loans, or because their needs

have changed since they took out their loan.

A record of almost $18 billion in housing loans were refinanced with a

different bank during August, according to government analysis.

That number is likely to be eclipsed over the next 18 months as fixed rate

loans – including loans split between fixed and variable rates – worth more

than $450 billion are due for renewal [https://www.afr.com/wealth/personal-

finance/interest-rate-shock-just-around-the-corner-20221122-p5c0gr].

Thinking of refinancing? Simon Letch
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“With the cash rate hitting its highest level of 3.1 per cent in a decade, the

number of mortgage holders increasingly pressed with servicing their

mortgage is trending higher,” adds Eliza Owen, head of research for

CoreLogic, which monitors markets.

The eighth successive monthly cash rate

[https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-services/stay-tuned-for-next-year-s-surprise-

rate-plot-twists-20221206-p5c45n] increase has pushed up the cash rate by 3

percentage points, the fastest increase in the cost of debt since the 1990s,

when the Reserve Bank of Australia started setting the cash rate,

according to Owen.

David Hyman, chief executive of Lendi Group, says fixed rate borrowers

with expiring loans in 2023 are “facing revert rate shock”, with increases of

about three to four percentage points.

The revert rate is usually the standard variable rate for that product and is

often higher than discounted rates offered to new borrowers.

“Apathy among borrowers about rising rates will be the big danger,” says

Hyman. “It’s more important than ever for borrowers to seek the best rates

and not sit on their hands.”

Anita Marshall, chief executive of Advanced Finance Solutions, says many

borrowers make the mistake of accepting the first-rate reduction offer

from their existing lender.

“It’s often a tiny discount,” she says. “You need to push the bank to offer the

best deal first time round.”
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A spokesman for Commonwealth Bank, the nation’s largest lender, says

borrowers should first have a conversation with their existing lender.

“Borrowers can more easily negotiate on things like interest rates while

still having access to the same benefits they are accustomed to with their

current lender. They also don’t have to complete a loan application, change

their banking details or pay new fees and charges.”

Karen and Steve Davidson, who are public servants based in Banks,

Canberra, recently renegotiated their home loan with online lender

loans.com.au to renovate their three-bedroom home.

The couple, who have a 12-year-old daughter, Grace, three grown children

and three grandchildren, say they checked out competitive loans and

switched when their existing bank refused to match the loans.com.au

offer.

“The key criteria was a short-term loan with low expenses,” Karen says,

which meant ditching features like redraw facilities and offset accounts.

Steve and Karen Davidson have renegotiated their property loan. They are with their daughter,

Grace, at their home in Banks in Canberra. Gary Ramage
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They got a lower rate from loans.com.au that included no refinancing fees.

“Rising costs are really beginning to hurt

[https://www.afr.com/chanticleer/worst-of-rba-s-rate-pain-is-still-a-year-off-for-

property-market-20221206-p5c45k],” says Karen, who says she is cutting back

on entertainment and smoking to balance the budget.

According to RateCity, an existing owner-occupier borrower with a $1

million, 5.86 per cent principal and interest loan with 25 years remaining

on the term, might benchmark potential refinancing rates from

“mediocre” to “market leading”.

A “mediocre” refinancing to a new rate of 5 per cent would save the

borrower about $24,500 in interest over three years.

In the first month of refinancing, their repayments would drop from $6358

to $5846.

A “competitive” rate of 4.7 per cent would reduce interest by about

$33,500, taking the first month of repayments to $5672, while an

“outstanding” deal would be 4.50 per cent and overall savings of $39,400.

The first month after refinancing would see that borrower pay $5558.

The new rates assume $350 discharge fees, $300 in third-party switching

fees, such as government charges, and $415 in upfront fees, which is the

average from RateCity’s database, and the total three-year savings are

calculated using projected interest rate changes.
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“Refinancers should be doing sanity checks on their new mortgage before

jumping in,” says Tindall.

“Are the fees exorbitantly high? If so, ask them to be waived. Is the rate

genuinely competitive? If not, play hard ball by getting a quote from a

competitor. Does the rate seem too good to be true? If so, there’s every

chance it is.”

It is also worthwhile “triple checking” mortgage broker discounts to make

sure it is a good deal, she adds.

“What ultimately matters is the rate you’ll be charged, not the size of the

discount, so do a commonsense check to make sure it is competitive.”

Experts’ top 10 tips on how to reduce mortgage
rates:

1. Don’t be afraid to have a hard chat with your lender

Then compare their best offer with a trusted mortgage broker to see if it is

the best value for you.

“Get to know your home loan and make sure it is suited to current market

conditions,” says Brad Cramb, chief executive of distribution at Lendi

Group.

“Make sure you are comparing apples with apples,” adds Tindall.

“The last thing you want to do is switch to a new loan, only to see the rate

shoot up because the lender had not implemented the last couple of rate

hikes.”

2. Get the shortest term

It means higher repayments, but you pay less in interest over the loan

term.

“Borrowers often get a lower interest rate for a shorter term. Home owners

also build equity faster on a property with less loan interest,” says Phoebe

Blamey, a director of mortgage broker Clover Financial Solutions.
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3. Use comparison sites

There’s a big difference between the cheapest and most expensive loans

on offer. There are several comparison sites on offer.

For example, a borrower with a 20 per cent deposit applying for a standard

variable, principal and interest loan can choose between minimum rates of

just over 4.5 per cent to about 7.89 per cent, a massive 3.39 per cent

difference, according to analysis by Canstar, which monitors interest rates.

Other comparison sites include RateCity, Mozo and Finder.

4. Assess your offset costs

Popular mortgage features, such as an offset account, redraw or line of

credit, come at a cost.

Most lenders charge a monthly or annual offset fee account. Costs vary

from about $200 to $400 a year.

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission, the nation’s

securities regulator, encourages borrowers to make sure the cost justifies

the expense.

For example, a borrower with a $500,000 loan with $20,000 savings in an

offset account will pay interest on $480,000. But if the offset balance is

always low, say, less than $10,000, it might not be worth paying.

5. Work out what you can afford to borrow

Christopher Foster-Ramsay, principal of Foster Ramsay Finance,

recommends preparing a budget and listing monthly expenses, savings

and debt.

He recommends the borrower assume rates are likely to continue rising

and allow for unforeseen events, such as loss of income.

6. Compare features

That includes the interest rate and comparison rate, which involves the

loan cost after taking into account added expenses, application fees,

ongoing fees, loan terms and extra features.
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Those needing to borrow more than 80 per cent of a property’s value need

lenders’ mortgage insurance, which costs about 2 per cent to 4 per cent of

the loan value.

Application fees range from zero to $1000. Mortgage registration can cost

between $220 and $350, depending on the state. Valuation fees cost

between $220 and $1000.

7. Improve your credit score by paying down debt

Close any old transaction accounts that could be attracting fees, says

mortgage broker Blamey.

Improve your credit score. Get a copy of your credit file to make sure it is

accurate. Popular credit bodies such as illion, Equifax and Experian can

provide an update.

Report errors to the credit provider or credit reporting agency. Punctually

pay down loans and credit.

8. Save up for a down payment

“Lenders like to know you have some cash,” says Blamey.

9. Understand your debt to income ratio, which compares money

owed to money earned

Lenders use it to compare total monthly debt payments with gross

monthly income. A low DTI means a borrower is more likely to be able to

comfortably afford a loan.

10. Consider alternative loan types or terms

A changing mortgage market means changing circumstances. “Your home

loan should match your current needs,” says Lendi’s Cramb.

For example, an offset account could reduce the amount you pay in home

loan interest, while still earning interest.

A lower loan-to-value ratio could mean a better rate, or simply you just

may not be on the most competitive rate in the market.

Chris Foster-Ramsay


